THE CODING OF MESSAGES SUBJECT TO CHANCE ERRORS
J. Woowzz

1. The transmission of messages
Throughout this paper we assume that all "alphabets" involved contain
exactly two symbols, say 0 and 1. What this means will be apparent in a
moment. This assumption is made only in the interest of simplicity of exposition, and the changes needed when this assumption is not fulfilled will be
obvious.
Suppose that a person has a vocabulary of S words (or messages), any or
all of which he may want to transmit, in any frequency and in any order,
over a "noisy channel". For example, S could be the number of words in
the dictionary of a language, provided that it is forbidden to coin words not
in the dictionary. What a "noisy channel" is will be described in a moment.
Here we want to emphasize that we do not assume anything about the frequency with which particular words are transmitted, nor do we assume that
the words to be transmitted are selected by any random process (let alone
that the distribution function of the random process is known). Let the
words be numbered in some fixed manner. Thus transmitting a word is
S.
equivalent to transmitting one of the integers 1, 2,
We shall now explain wtiat is meant by a "noisy channel" of memory m.
A sequence of (m W 1) elements, each zero or one, will be called an a-sequence.
A function p, defined on the set of all a-sequences, and such that always
0 =< p -< 1, is associated with the channel and called the channel probability
function. A sequence of n elements, each of which is zero or one, will be
call an x-sequence. To describe the channel, it will be sufficient to describe
how it transmits any giyen x-sequence, say xl. Let 1 be the a-sequence of
the first (m W 1) elements of xl. The channel "performs" a chance experiment with possible outcomes 1 and 0 and respective probabilities p(a) and
(1 p()), and transmits the outcome of this chance experiment. It then
performs another chance experiment, independently of the first, with possible
p(a2)), where
outcomes 1 and 0 and respective probabilities p() and (1
(m W 2) n elements of the sequence
2 is the a-sequence of the 2nd, 3rd,
x. This is repeated until (n m) independent experiments have been performed. The probability of the outcome one in the ith experiment is p(),
where is the a-sequence of the ith, (i W 1) St,
(i W m) elements of xl.
The x-sequence xl is called the transmitted sequence. The chance sequence
Y(x) of outcomes of the experiments in consecutive order is called the received
sequence. Any sequence of (n m) elements, each zero or one, will be called
y} > 0 (the symbol
a y-sequence. Let yl be any y-sequence. If P{Y(x)
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denotes the probability of the relation in braces), we shall say that
y is a possible received sequence when x is the transmitted sequence.
Let be a positive number which it will usually be desired to have small.
A "code" of length is a set {(x, A)}, i 1,
t, where (a) each x is an
x-sequence, (b) each A is a set of y-sequences, (c) for each i

P{Y(xi) .Ai}

>=.

1

(d) A,
At are disjoint sets. The coding problem which is a central
concern of the theory of transmission of messages may be described as follows:
For given S, to find an n and then a code of length S. The practical applications of this will be as follows: When one wishes to transmit the i word,
one transmits the x-sequence x. Whenever the receiver receives a y-sequence
which is in A., he always concludes that the j word has been sent. When
the receiver receives a y-sequence not in A A u
As, he may draw
any conclusion he wishes about the word that has been sent. The probability
h.
that any word transmitted will be correctly received is >_-1
When such a code is used, sin is called the "rate of transmission," where
s
log S. (All logarithms which occur in the present paper are to the base
2.) Except for certain special functions p, one can find a code for any s,
provided that one is willing to transmit at a sufficiently small rate; for the
law of large numbers obviously applies, and by sufficient repetition of the
word to be transmitted, one can insure that the probability of its correct re),. The practical advantages of a high rate of transmisception exceeds 1
sion are obvious. If there were no "noise" (error in transmission) and signals
were received exactly as sent, then s symbols zero or one would suffice to
transmit any word in the vocabulary, and one could transmit at the rate one.
The existence of an error of transmission means that the sequences to be sent
must not be too similar in some reasonable sense, lest they be confused as a
result of transmission errors. When n is sufficiently large, we can find S 2
sufficiently dissimilar sequences. The highest possible rate of transmission
obviously depends on the channel probability function.

2. The contents of this paper
The fundamental ideas of the present subject and paper are due to the fundamental and already classical paper [1] of Shannon. Theorem 1 below was
stated and proved by Shannon. However, the latter permits the use of what
are called "random codes," and indeed proves Theorem 1 by demonstrating
the existence of a random code with the desired property. It seems to the
present writer questionable whether random codes are properly codes at all.
The definition of a code given in Section 1 of the present paper does not
admit random codes as codes; what we have called a code is called in the
literature of communication theory an "error correcting" code. In any case,
For example, if p(al)

p(a), then

al

and as are indistinguishable in transmission.
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the desirability of proving the existence of an error correcting code which
would satisfy the conclusion of Shannon’s Theorem 1 has always been recognized and well understood (see, for example, [8], Section 3).
The achievement of such a proof is due to Feinstein [2] and Khintchine [4].
The latter utilized an idea from the earlier, not entirely rigorous and without
gaps, work of Feinstein, to prove, in full rigor, the general Theorem 3 below.
In the present paper, starting from first principles in Section 3, we give already
in Section 5 a short and simple proof of Theorem 1. We then return to the
subject in Section 8 to prove Theorem 3. Even after allowance is made for the
fact that Lemmas 8.2 and 8.3 are not proved here, it seems that our proofs
have something to offer in simplicity and brevity.
Theorem 2 for general memory m was stated by Shannon in [1]. Khintchine
in [4] pointed out that neither the argument of [1] nor any of the arguments
to be found in the literature constitute a proof or even the outline of a proof;
he also pointed out the desirability of proving the result and mentioned some
of the difficulties. In the present paper we give what seems to be the first
proof of Theorem 2. We have reason to believe that it is possible to treat the
case of general finite memory along the same lines.
The notion of extending the result for stationary Markov chains (Theorem
1) to stationary, not necessarily Markovian processes (Theorem 3) is due to
McMillan [5]. The difficult achievement of carrying out this program correctly and without gaps is due to Khintchine [4]. The theorem we cite below
as Lemma 8.3 is due to McMillan. Lemma 8.2 is due to Khintchine.
In [4] Khintchine acknowledges his debt to the paper [2] of Feinstein, although he states that its argument is not exact and that it deals largely with
the case of zero memory (and only with Theorem 1 of course). The main
idea of [2] seems, to the present writer, to be the ingenious one of proving an
inequality like (5.4) below. This pretty idea is employed in the present paper;
we find it possible to dispense with many of the details which occur in this
connection in [2] and [4].
Shannon and all other writers cited above employ the law of large numbers.
The simple notion of x-sequences and the sequences they generate, which so
simplifies our proof below and makes the proof of Theorem 2 possible, also
enables us to use Chebyshev’s inequality instead of the law of large numbers
in Theorems 1 and 2. This has the incidental effect of slightly improving
Theorems 1 and 2 over Shannon’s original formulation by replacing o(n)
terms by O(n1/2) terms.
This entire paper is self-contained except for the following incidental remark
which we make here in passing: The quantity called e(n) in [2] (the maximum
Added in proof. A sequel to the present paper, which has been accepted for publication by this Journal, gives an upper bound on the length of a code for any memory m.
When m 0 this bound is the same as that given by Theorem 2. The proof of this result is different from that of Theorem 2.
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probability of incorrectly receiving any word) is shown there, for m
0,
to approach zero "faster than 1In". Using the arguments of the present
paper and the inequality (96) of page 288 of [9], one can prove easily for any
m that

e(n) <
where

cl

cl

and c. are positive constants.

3. Combinatorial preliminaries
Let x be any x-sequence and a be any a-sequence. Let N(a x) be the number of elements in x such that each, together with the m elements of x which
follow it, constitute the sequence a. Let and be fixed positive numbers.
Let r be any nonnegative function defined on the set of all a-sequences such
that

We shall say that an x-sequence x is a 8x-sequence if
N(a Ix) n(a) <= n
(3.1)
for every a-sequence.
A y-sequence y will be said to be generated by the x-sequence x if (1) y is
a possible received sequence when x is the transmitted sequence, (2) for any
j(N(al Ix)) be the
a-sequence al the following is satisfied: Let/(1),
serial numbers of the elements of x which begin the sequence a (e.g., the
j(1) -t- m,
elements in the places with serial numbers j(1), j(1) -k 1,
constitute the sequence a). Then the number N(al, y Ix) of elements one
j(N(al Ix)) satisfies
among the elements of y with serial mlmbers j(1),

...,

...,

(3.2)

N(a_, y Ix)

N(a x)p(a) -< [N(a ]x)(p(al))(1

p(a))] /.

Let M(x) denote Che number of y-sequences generated by x.
Whenever in this paper the expression 0 log 0 occurs, it is always to be understood as equal to zero. We remind the reader that all logarithms occurring
in this paper are to the base 2. For any x-sequence x we define H(Y), the
conditional entropy of Y(x), by

H(Y)

--(l/n)

LEMMA 3.1. For any
x-sequence x,
(3.4)

,

-(l/n) N(a

(3.3)

_

x)p() log p()

N(a Ix)(1

p(a)) log (1

p(a)).

K > 0 such that, for any n and any
M(x) < 2 n(r)+z’:ln/.

there exists a

Proof. Let th be a generic real number
any y-sequence generated by x. Then

t in absolute value. Let y be

.

,
,,
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log P{ Y(x)

y}

+
-t-

(3.5)
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N(a x)p(a) log p(a)
N( Ix)(1 p()) og ( p())
02 (a)[N(a x)p(a)(1 p(a))] / log p(a)
(a) [N(a x)p(a) (1 p(a)) ]/ log(1 p(a))

log p(a)
> -nile(Y) + n
+ n/, log (1 p(a)) -nile(Y)

g, n1,

with

822a log p(a)

gl

log

(1

p(a)).

(Here the first summation is over all a such that p(a) > O, and the second
summation is over all a such that p(a) < 1.) The lemma follows at once
from (3.5)

LEMMA 3.2. Let

)

>

which depends only upon

(3.6)

0 be any number. Then, for 82 larger than a bound
we have, for any n and any x-sequence x,

P{Y(x) is a sequence generated by x} > 1

There then exists a
any x-sequence x,

(3.7)

,

Ks >

1/2h.

0 which depends only on 2 such that,

for

any n and

M(x) > 2 nHx(f)-g2nl/2.

-

Proof. (3.6) follows at once from Chebyshev’s inequality. As in (3.5)
have, for any y-sequence y generated by x,

we

y} < -nHx(Y) K1 n1/2.
log P{ Y(x)
(3.8)
From (3.6) and (3.8) we have at once that
M(x) > (1- 1/2))2 nH’(Y)-Klnl/2
(3.9)
Then (3.7) follows at once from (3.9).

4. Preliminaries on Markov chains
be a stationary, metrically transitive Markov chain with
Let X1, X,
two possible states, 0 and 1; we shall call this the X process, for short.

Suppose
Since we do not assume that the words to be transmitted are chosen by any random
process or sent with any particular frequency, the introduction of the X process is not
a necessity. The lemmas which involve the X process are of purely combinatorial character (e.g., Lemmas 4.1 and 6.1). The X process serves merely as a device for stating or
proving certain combinatorial facts. The reader is invited to verify that this entire
paper could be written without the introduction of the X process. In that case the
Y (x) process would take the place of the Y process. Only the entropies H(Y) and H:(Y)
need be introduced, and this can be done by means of the Y(x) process and
Qx-sequences.

.
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Q

P{X

i-- O, 1,

i},

and

(4.2)

P[Xk+l

q

j Xk

i}

is the probability of a transition from state i to state j; i, j
a-sequence c define

(4.3)

Q(a)

P{(X,..., X,,+)

0, 1. For any

o}.

The function Q is a function which satisfies the requirements on the function
r of Section 3. Let
< 1 be any number. It follows at once from Chebyshev’s inequality that, for any n and any greater than a lower bound which
is a function only of /and the q.,

,

(4.4)

P{ (X,

X) is a Qx-sequence} >

,.

where Y. is a
.By the Y process we shall mean the sequence Y1, Y.,
chance variable which assumes only the values zero and one, and the conditional probability that Y
1, given the values of X1, X,
Y,
Henceforth
wewrite for short X (X,
Y_, isp(X,
X+,).
X,).
Then the conditional distribution of Y
Y_), given X, is the
(Y,
same as that of the sequence received when X is the sequence transmitted.
The Y process is obviously stationary, and, by Lemma 8.2 below (proof in
[4], page 53), metrically transitive. The conditional entropy H:(Y) of the Y
process relative to the X process is defined by

H(Y)

Q()p() log p()

,

One verifies easily that there exists a
sequence x,

(4.5)
We at once obtain

S,(Y)

Q()(1
Ka > 0

p()) log (1

.

p()).

such that, for any Qx-

Hx(Y) < Ka /n

LEMMA 4.1. For any n and any Qx-sequence x, the inequalities (3.4) and
(3.7) hold with Hx(Y) replaced by H:(Y) and K and K replaced by K and

., where KI and Ks are positive numbers which depend only upon

and

We define the chance variable (function of X) P{X} as follows: when
x, P{X} P{X x}. Similarly we define the chance variable (funcy,P{Y}
tion of Y) P{Y} as follows: when Y
P{Y y}. We define
the entropy H(X) of the X process by
X

H(X)

lim

1_ E [log P{X}].

This limit obviously exists.

a

Let the symbol
) denote the variance of the chance variable in parentheses. We now prove

-
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LEMMA 4.2. We have
-Dn Do,
E[log P{ Y}]
(4.6)
where D is a nonnegative constant and Do is a bounded function of n. Also,
a2(log P{ Y}) O(n).
(4.7)
The quantity

D

lim

_1 E [log P{Y}]

is called the entropy H(Y) of the Y process.

Proof. We have
log PlY}
(4.8)

log PlYi] Y1,

"",

Yi-1}.

Let a* be some fixed a-sequence such that Q(a*) > O. In the sequence

X, X.,

-

be the indices such that

let j(1), j(2),

(X.(), X.()+I,

....

i
1, 2,
X-()+m) a*,
(These exist with probability one.) Let l* be the smallest integer such that
1. (Again l* is defined with probability one.) Define symbols
j(l*) -> n

such as

C

Y

log P{Y1,

in the obvious manner analogous to that in which log P{ Y} was defined.
Since C is a sum of quantities which enter into (4.8) and which are all zero
or negative, it follows that B
ECI could fail to exist only if it were
be. Define
cannot
the
latter
that
be
It will seen
j(/*)--i

logP{Y]Y1,...,Y_}.

C.
i= n---m+l

.

It will be seen that B.
As before, B. EC. either exists or is
that
to
It is easy see
Ej(1) -< a constant, independent of n
(4.9)
1 + nQ(a*)
El*
(4.10)
1)) a constant, independent of n and i.
(4.11.) E(j(i) j(i
E(j(l*) n) __< a constant, independent of n.
(4.12)
it follows that the chance variables
From the construction of j(1), j(2),
i
Yj()-I},
1, 2,
(4.13) W log P{ Y(),
Y.(i+l)_[ Y1,
are independently and identically distributed. Actually

W

log P{Yi(),

..,

Yi({+I)-I}.
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From Wald’s equation ([10], Theorems 7.1 and 7.4), (4.9), (4.11), (4.12), and
the fact that the chance variables W, C1, and C. are sums of always nonpositive and bounded chance variables which appear in the right member of
(4.8), it follows that B1, B., and EW w are all finite, and that B1 and B2
are bounded uniformly in n. Applying Wald’s equation again we obtain,
using (4.10), that

E log P{ YI,

Hence
(4.15)

Y,(,.)_}

E log P{Y}

B,

which proves (4.6).

Now
logP{Y}

ElogP{Y}

+ nwQ(o*)

B2,

-

nwQ(a*)

(C1- B1)

(4.16)

(j(i)

+ ((l*
1))

W

\i-----1

(el

Now we note that

B + nwQ(a*).

Sl)

+

)

Wi- (l*

(C

B)

1)w

\ i--1

1)w- nwQ(a*))

(C- B).

constant, independent of n.
Applying an argument like that which leads to Theorem 7.2 of [10], together
with (4.17) and Schwarz’s inequality, we obtain first that
a(W<) (a finite) constant,
(4.18)
j(i

a

and then that

E
o’(W)nQ(a *)
(4.19)
W- (l*- 1)w
\
by (4.10) and
E([/* 1]w E[l* 1]w)
O(n)
(4.20)
(see [6], p. 263, equation (8.10)). Obviously
a(C) _-< a constant independent of n,
(4.21)
(C2) -< a constant independent of n.
(4.22)
Now take the expected value of the squares of the first and third members of
(4.16). Using (4.19), (4.20), (4.21), and (4.22) we obtain that the sum of the
expected values of the squares which occur after squaring the third member
of (4.16) is O(n). The cross products have expected value O(n) by the
Schwarz inequality. This proves (4.7) and completes the proof of the lemma.
Another proof of the fact that the variance of log P{ Y} is O(n) can be based
on the following: It is known from the theory of Markov chains ([7], page 173,
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equation (2.2)) that there exists a number h, 0 <: h < 1, such that the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between X and X# is less than h
From the distribution of the Yi it follows that a similar statement is true of
the correlation coefficient between Y and Y# and also of the correlation coefficient between
Y_,
log P Y Y
and

log P Y

YI

Y -I
Since log P{ Y} can be written in the form (4.8), the desired conclusion can
be deduced from the above.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 and Chebyshev’s inequality is
that, for any e’ > 0, there exists a K4 > 0 such that, for any n,

(4.23) P{-nH(Y)-K4 n1/ < log P{ Y} < -nil(Y)

-+- K n1/} >

1

e’.

The following lemma is now an immediate consequence of (4.23)"

LEMMA 4.3. Let e’ > 0 be any number, and K > 0 be a number which, for
satisfies (4.23). For any n let B be any set of y-sequences such that
P{Y eB} > 3" >
Then the set B must contain at least

any n,

("’1- St) 2nI’l()-K4nl/2
y-sequences.

Proof. From (4.23) it follows that the y-sequences in B which satisfy the
e’. Since
relationship in braces in (4.23) have probability greater than ’1
the probability of each such sequence is bounded above by 2-H(r)+r4l/, the
desired result follows.
5. The coding theorem
be a stationary, metrically transitive Markov
THEOREM 1. Let X, X,
chain with states 0 and 1 and notation as in Section 4. Let the Y process be as
defined in Section 4. Let be an arbitrary positive number. There exists a
K > 0 such that, for any n, there is a code of length at least
(5.1)

2 (’( )- ())- 1/.

The probability that any word transmitted according to this code will be incorrectly
received is less than X.
An alternate and perhaps more graphic way to state Theorem i is to replace (H(Y)-Hx(Y)) in (5.1) by C max (H(Y)--Hx(Y)), where the maximum is over all Markov
processes X and their associated Y processes as defined in the statement of Theorem 1.
It is obvious that this is an equivalent way of stating Theorem 1.
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take }, < 1/2. Let < 1 be any positive number. Let
be sufficiently large so that (4.4) holds, and choose tt. sufficiently large so
that (3.6) holds.
Let xl be any Qx-sequence, and A1 any set of y-sequences generated by xl
such that the following is satisfied for i
1"

Proof. We may

P{Y(xO is a sequence generated by xi and not in A i} < 1/2,.
Let x2 be any other tQx-sequence for which we can find a set As of y-sequences
generated by x2 such that A and A2 are disjoint and (5.2) is satisfied for

(5.2)

2. Continue in this manner as long as possible, i.e., as long as there
i
exists another iQx-sequence, say xi, and a set A of y-sequences generated
by xi such that A, A2,
A are all disjoint and A satisfies (5.2). Let

(xN,
(xl, A),
be the resulting code. We have to show that N is large enough.
Let x* be any tiQx-sequence (if one exists) not in the set x,
xN. Then
(5.3) P{ Y(x*) is a sequence generated by x* and belongs to
u A)} ->
(A A u
If this were not so, we could prolong the code by adding (x*, A*), where A*
is the totality of y-sequences generated by x* and not in A1 u A. u
u AN
this would violate the definition of N. From (4.4), (3.6), (5.2), and (5.3) it
follows that
u AN)} > 1/2.
P{Y e (A u A u
e of (4.23) and Lemma 4.3 be equal to 1/4,) and let K > 0 be any
number for which (4.23) is satisfied. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that the
set A u A.
u AN contains at least

(5.4)
Let the
(5.5)

-’I" 2 nH(Y)-K’ n

.

/

y-sequences. By Lerama 4.1 the number of y-sequences in A u A.
is at most
N. 2 nx (r) +’
(5.6)
The desired result follows at once from (5.5) and (5.6), with
K K K,- log (-,).

AN

+

6. Further preliminaries
The essential part of the present section is the second part of the inequality

(6.13) below, which is basic in the proof of Theorem 2 of Section 7. Neither
All the lemmas of this section are of purely combinatorial character. Lemma 6.3
could be easily proved by a purely combinatorial argument without any use of the Y
proc.ess. This entire section is a concession to the conventional treatment of the subject. All that is needed for the statement and proof of Theorem 2 is the second part of
(6.13) and a formal analytic definition of capacity. See also footnote 4.
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Lemma 6.1 nor Lemma 6.2 is used in the sequel, and both are given only
for completeness. The proof of Lemma 6.1 is omitted because it is very
simple, and the proof of Lemma 6.2 is omitted because it involves some
computation.
Let the X and Y processes be as defined in Section 4. Obviously

,

H(X)

(6.1)

q q, log q.

We define the chance variables (functions of X and Y) P{Y]X}
x and Y
y, P{YIX}
and P{X]Y} as follows: when X
P{Y y lX x}, and P{X Y} P[X x Y y}. We verify easily
that

Hx(Y)

(6.2)

1

lim

E [log P{ Y Z}].

We define H r(X), the conditional entropy of the X process relative to the
Y process, by
H r (Z) lim 1_ E [log P Z Y ].
(6.3)
(We shall see in a moment ((6.5)) that this limit exists.) From the obvious
relation
log P{Y}
log P{X Y},
log P{Y X}
log P{X}
(6.4)

+

+

we obtain

(6.5)

H(X)

+ Hx(Y)

H(Y)

+ Hr(Z).

Throughout the rest of this section we assume that the memory m
0,
and that the X are independent, identically distributed chance variables.

Hence
(6.6)

Q

i, j

q.,

0, 1.

0, there are only two a-sequences, namely, (0) and (1), and Q(i)
q. We assume that0 < q < 1. It
Q,i-0, 1. Write for shortQ(1)
seems reasonable in this case to denote what was called in Section 4
a "Qx-sequence" by the term "qx-sequence", and.we shall employ this usage
(when m 0 and the chance variables X are independent). We now give
the values of the various entropies, inserting a zero in the symbol for entropy
0 and the X are independently (and identically) disto indicate that m
Since m

tributed.

(6.7)

H(Yo)

(6.8)

H(X0)
--[qp(1)

q) log(1 q).
q)p(0)] log [qp(1) + (1

qlogq- (1

+ (1

+q

q)
log[(1

q)

(1

q)p(0)]

p(1))].
p(O)) -t- q (1

p(1))].
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Hx(Yo)

qp(1) log p(1)

(1

q)p(O) log p(0)

p(1)) log (1 p(1))
p(0)) log(l- p(0)).
(1-- q)(1

q(1

(6.9)

From (6.5) we obtain
Ur(Xo)
--(1

qp(1) log

(6.10)
q(1
(1

-

q)p(O)log

(1 q)p(O)
[qp(1) -{- (1 q)p(0)]

qp(1)

[qp(1)

q)p(0)]
q(1 p(1))
p(1)) log
[q(1 p(1)) -{- (1 q)(1 p(0))]
(1 q)(1 p(0))
q)(1 p(0)) log
[q(1 p(1)) -{- (1 q)(1 p(0))]

(1

The maximum, with respect to q, of

H(Xo) Hr(Xo) H(Yo) Hx(Yo)
is called the capacity (when m
0) Co of the channel.
LEMMA 6.1. There exists a K > 0 such that, for any n, the number M(q)
of qx-sequences satisfies
2 "(x)-/ < M(q) < 2 "(x)+’/.
(6.11)
Let i’ be some fixed positive number such that any y-sequence which is
generated by a qx-sequence, cannot be generated by an x-sequence which is
not a ’qx-sequence. Such a i’ exists; we have only to take t larger than a
lower bound which is a function of q, 8, 2, p(0), and p(1). We have
LEMMA 6.2. There exists a K > 0 with the following property:Let y be any
y-sequence which is generated by some qx-sequence. Then the number M’(y)
of qx-sequences which generate y satisfies
2 r(X)-/ < M’(y) < 2 nr(X)+/.
(6.12)
We now prove
LEMMA 6.3. There exists a K7 > 0 such that, for any n, the number M"(Sq)
of different y-sequences generated by all 5qx-sequences satisfies
2 (r)-/ < M’(q) < 2 r)+’/.
(6.13)
Proof. Let 0, with any subscript, denote a number not greater than one
are independently and
in absolute value. The chance variables Y1, Y2,
identically distributed. We have
P{Y1 1} qp(1) + (1 q)p(O) u, say.
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If y is generated by a
y is given by

Va

qx-sequence, then the number V1 of elements one in

n(qp(1) -t- (1

Since

P{Y

y}

q)p(O)) -I- n/(O -i- 20) -t- 0(1).
u v (1 -u) ’-v

>

2

for a suitable K7 > 0, the second part of (6.13) follows at Once.
The first part of (6.13) follows from Lemma 4.3. It may be necessary to
increase the above KT.
When p(1) p(0), Co 0. One can verify that otherwise Co > 0. Incidentally, it follows from Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 that H(Xo) >= Hy(Xo).

7. Impossibility of a rate of transmission greater than the
capacity when m

0

In this section we prove the following
THEOREM 2. Let m O, and let ), 1 > ) > O, be any given number. There
exists a K > 0 such that, for any n, any code with the property that the probability of transmitting any word incorrectly is < ), cannot have a length greater
than

(7.1)

2 c+K’nl

p(0) and therefore Co
If p(1)
0, the theorem is trivial. For then it
makes no difference whether one transmits a zero or a one, and it is impossible
to infer from the sequence received what sequence has been transmitted. We
therefore assume henceforth that Co > 0.
It will be convenient to divide the proof into several steps. Let q0 be the
value of q which maximizes H(Yo)
H:(Yo). We shall have occasion to
consider the various entropies as functions of q, which, in this section, we shall
always exhibit explicitly, e.g., H(Y; q).7 Let and be positive constants.
Throughout this section it is to be understood that by the word "code" we
always mean a code with the property that the probability of transmitting
any word incorrectly is < ).

.

LEMMA 7.1. There exists a Ks > 0 with the following property: Let n be any
integer. Let (x, A1),
(XN, AN) be any code such that x,
xN are
by
generated
N, contains only y-sequences
1,
$qox-sequences, and A, i
x Then
N < 2 nc’+I’:snl/.
(7.2)
Proof. It follows from (3.8) and (4.5) that there exists a K :> 0 such that
u AN) contains at least
the set (A1 u A u
Naturally, this is the entropy of Y when the X’s are independently distributed
and m 0.

.
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N, 2 nHX(Y;qO)-K’Snl[

(7.3)
sequences.
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By Lemma 6.3 it cannot contain more than
2 nil(Y;q0) -K7 nl

(7.4)

sequences. The lemma follows at once with

Ks

K7

K.

LEMMA 7.2. There exists a K9 > 0 with the following property" Let n be any
Let (xl, At),..., (XN, AN) be any code such that x,
xN are

integer.

qox-sequences. Then

N < 2 c+K912.
(7.5)
(In other words, the conclusion of Lemma 7.1 holds even if the A i 1,
N, are not required to consist only of sequences generated by x .)
1,..., N,
Proof. Let 2 be so large that (3.6) holds. From As, i
delete the y-sequences not generated by x; call the resulting set A. The
N, are of course disjoint. The set (x, A),
(xN, Av)
A i 1,

.

fulfills all the requirements of a code except perhaps the one that the probability of correctly transmitting any word is > 1
However, from (3.6)
it follows that the probability of correctly transmitting any word when this
latter set is used is > 1
3k/2. But now the result of Lemma 7.1 applies,
and the present lemma follows. (Of course the constant Ks of Lemma 7.1
depends on but this does not affect our conclusion.)

,,

LEMMA 7.3. There exists a constant Ko > 0 with the following property"
Let q be any point in the closed interal [0, 1], let n be any integer, and let
xN are 8qx-sequences.
(x, A), .-., (xN, AN) be any code such that x,

...,

Then

N < 2 c+12.
Proof. Let q’, 0 < q" < 1/2, be such that H(X;q) < 1/2 Co if q < q’ or
q’. If q < q’ or q > 1 q’,.the total number of all qx-sequences is
q> 1
less than the right member of (7.6) for suitable K10 > 0. Then (7.6) holds a

(7.6)

fortiori.
q’. If now one applies the
It remains to consider the case q’ -< q -< 1
argument of Lemma 7.2 and considers how K9 depends upon q, one obtains
q,
that there exists a positive continuous function K(q) of q, q’ _-< q =< 1
such that, for any n,
N 2 n(H(Y;q)-HX(f;q))-bKg(q)nl/2
.<

nCo-l-Kg(q)nl[2o

We now increase, if necessary, the constant K0 of the previous paragraph so
that it is notless than the maximum of K(q) in the closed interval [q’, 1 q’],
and obtain the desired result (7.6).
Except when 3X/2 -> 1. In that case we choose so large that the right member of
k/a, where a > 0 is such that k W k/a < 1.
(3.6) is
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Proof of Theorem 2. Divide the interval [0, 1] into J nl/2/28 intervals of
length 2/n1 and let h,’", t be the midpoints of these intervals. Let
(x, A1),
(x, A) be any code. Then this code is the union o.f. J codes
J, Wi is that subset of the original
W,
W as follows" For i 1,
code all of whose x-sequences are t x-sequences. By Lemma 7.3 the length
Of W, i 1,
J, is less than 2 nc+Kln11. Hence the length N of the
original code is less than
J.2nco+glon 1.
The theorem follows at once if K is sufficiently large.

8. Extension to stationary processes
be a stationary, metrically transiThroughout this section let X1, X.,
takes only the values
tive stochastic process such that Xi, i
1, 2,
one and zero. Define the Y process, Q(a), and Hx(Y) exactly as in Section 4.
Let s* > 0 be any number, no matter how small, and write 8" e*n/. Let
< 1 be any positive number. From the ergodic theorem we obtain at once
the following analogue of (4.4)" For n ufficiently large,

,

Xn) is a *Qx-sequence} >
For ti sufficiently large the inequalities (3.6), (3.4), and (3.7) hold exactly as
before, and we obtain the following analogue of Lemma 4.1"
LEMMA 8.1. For any > O, susficiently small, and sufficiently large,
we have, for n sufficiently large and any *Qx-sequence x,
2 "(’x()-) < M(x) < 2 "(’x()+).
(8.2)

(8.1)

P{(X,

.

*

The following lemmas are proved in [4]"
is metrically transitive.
LEMMA 8.2. The process Y Y
be any stationary, metrically transitive stochastic
LEMMA 8.3. Let Z Z
process such that Z can take only finitely many values. Let Z (Zx
Z,).
Define the chance variable (function of Z) P Z as follows" When Z is the sequence
P{Z z}. Then (l/n) log P{Z} converges stochastically to a
z, P{Z}
constant.

For our Y process the constant limit of Lemma 8.3 is called the entropy
H(Y) of the Y process. This definition of H(Y) is easily verified to be consistent with that of Section 4.
Lemma 8.3 implies the following analogue of (4.23) for our Y process:
e’ > 0 be any number. Then, for n sufficiently large,

(8.3)

P{-n(H(Y)-’) <

log P{ Y}

< -n(H(Y)-’)} >

Exactly as (4.23) easily implies Lemma 4.3, so (8.3) implies

1

’.

Let
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LEMMA 8.4. Let e’ > 0 be any number and let n be suciently large for
(8.3) to hold. Let B be any set of y-sequences such that
P{Y e B} > > ’.
Then the set B must contain at least

(’1- e’)2 n(H(Y)-’)
y-sequences.

Now the analogues of all the preliminaries needed to prove Theorem 1
have been established, and we have, by exactly the same proof,
THEOn,M 3. Let X X
be a stationary, metrically transitive stochastic
process with states 0 and 1. Let the Y process be as defined in Section 4. Let
and be arbitrary positive numbers. For any n sujciently large there exists
a code of length at least
2 (’()-’()-).
(8.4)

The probability that any word transmitted according to this code will be incorrectly received is less than h.
The author is grateful to Professor K. L. Chung and Professor J. Kiefer
for their kindness in reading the manuscript and for interesting comments.
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An equivMent wy of stating Theorem 3 is to replce (H(Y) Hx(Y)) in (8.4) by
sup (H(Y)
Hx(Y)), where the supremum operation is over all X processes as
described in the theorem, each X process with its associated Y process. Obviously
Co _<- C _<- C. (C is defined in footnote 5). When m 0 it follows from Theorem 2 that
Co C C. Hence, when m 0, Theorem 3 is actually weaker than Theorem 1.
C.

